PCTS Local Driving Directions

Princeton University  
Princeton Center for Theoretical Science  
Jadwin Hall, Room 400  
Princeton University  
Princeton, NJ 08544  

Phone 609-258-1398

From Route 1, Exit onto Washington Road TOWARDS PRINCETON. Stay on Washington Road (driving over a bridge), and make a right at the second traffic light onto Ivy Lane. (The Lewis Library will be on your right hand side.)

Continue straight on Ivy Lane for a few 100 yards, approaching the football stadium and two large steel sculptures of Tigers. Immediately after you pass the Tiger Sculptures and the handicapped parking spots, make a sharp, hairpin, right turn into the driveway leading onto the service road that runs around the football stadium. Once you do this the stadium will be on your left. Continue driving on the service road passing Peyton Hall & Fine Hall on the right. The football stadium should be on your left as you are driving on this service road.

Jadwin Hall is the brown brick building on your right hand side as you approach the end of the road. You can park in a visitors spot in the lot in front of Jadwin Hall.

Attached is a map of the campus. It is easier than it sounds to find the building.

Parking at Princeton University

If driving to Jadwin Hall, there are several parking options.

a) There are limited visitors’ parking spots directly in front of Jadwin Hall.

b) There are limited visitors’ parking spots in Lot 5 on your immediate right, in the first aisle, after you turn into the parking lot, which is located on Ivy Lane. (Use the directions for Jadwin Hall but turn into Lot 5 on your left, directly across from the Tiger Sculptures, instead of turning into the service road.)

c) There is nearly unlimited parking in Lot 21. From there you can walk or take the shuttle to Jadwin Hall.